


WORK HARD and PARTY HARD
from Wed., 28. Juli to Mon., 02 August 2010

Half a year over ! looking back: The kitchen shines 
in a new light and is nearing completion, the house 
electrics have been switched over to earth cable, 
we have four sheepies now and the self!made 
CIDER is nearly drunk, I have herbs like no 
tomorrow and salad in the garden and the house 
shines bleaky white. 

BUT?

We still have no eco water purification and 
therefore still a hole in the ground for a toilet 
"emptier than before, though# and no real 
bathroom. In summer, this is not a problem, 
because we are not fuzzy about things "or bathing# 
but in winter, we don’t think so.  

SO?

We needz your help again. Some strong guys to dig 
out a  2x3x3 m hole in a couple of days; not a 
problem, hey? No, jokes aside, I will hire a mini 
JCB so we only need an operator and everything 
will be fine. Really! A pond would be nice as well 
and a fence and plastering the outside of the house 
so it looks nicer because Tim says looks are very 
psychological "or something like that#.

FOOD AND DRINK?

Of course, there will be beer and barbecue again 
and I will need a cook who can prepare some 
proper meals but that will be the easiest bit.

MUSIC?

We will have some music in the evenings coming 
from the grammophone and the little dog, so let’s 
get dancing WALTZER and TANGO.

Accomodation? Choose a spot. There are four 
buildings and a garden. Bring sleeping bag and mat.

Turn up whenever you like and stay as 
long as you like. Just gis a shout.

MaehMaeh

The sheep are 
fourworth: not 
due to biological 
reasons, though.

FINALLY

Winter is over 
and Spring is 
here.

Birthday

Tim is 40

Fire

!e wi" have 
again in the big 
basket in the 
yard.

A miracle

The wa" is 
white and the 

door dirty

Permaculture

Or the herbs 
spiraling. 
Trippy :#


